
Powell River Live Poets’ Guild
6799 Cranberry Street, Powell River,
V8A 3Z3 604-483-4940
powellriverpoetry.wordpress.com

Youth Peace Poem Competition
Dear Administrators, Educators, Teachers, Students, Peace-builders and Poets,

All poets under 19 are urged to enter this year’s Youth Peace-Poem Competition by May 1, 2015. 
Submit by mail, by delivery to the above address, or through schools. Poems may be written in 
English, French, Tla’amin, or Spanish.

Teachers, if you wish to back up submissions with email delivery of your students’ poems, the 
extra effort is much appreciated by our hardworking book-production crew. (Please use separate 
emails for separate classes.)

There are four levels of awards: Class, Grade, Division and Grand. Class and Grade awards will 
be given out at participating schools. Division and Grand prizes will be publicly awarded at 
Arts in the Park in August, 2015. The top prizes in past years have been about $300, $200, and 
$100, plus a selection of gift certificates for several levels and categories of winners. 

The Visual Poetry category also offers a First, Second and Third prize. We do not expect visual 
poems to be backed up in electronic form. 

All winning entries, including Honorable Mentions, will be published in the PRIPPA 2015 an-
thology.  By participating in the contest, students give permission for the poems’ publication in 
PRIPPA 2015 and aver that their work is completely original. PRIPPA 2015 books will be avail-
able at the awards event in August—with your students included as published poets!

Encourage students to choose unique titles for their work, something besides Peace or Peace 
Poem. A title is an important part of any poem and good ones attract favorable attention from the 
judges.

Thanks in advance for completing the class lists—we know it’s extra work for you but it assists 
greatly in judging the hundreds of entries. Place each list, and the poems listed on it, in the manila 
envelope provided (one class per envelope; if a class of yours has more than one grade, use sepa-
rate envelopes for each grade in each class). Return to SBO or the Live Poets’ Guild at the address 
above by May 1, 2015.
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Youth Peace Poem Competition

The enclosed kit can provide readymade structure for operating the contest while teaching specific 
poetic forms. Kits consist of (1) this letter and a deadline notice which can double as a poster or 
reminder, (2) a class-list form onto which you can paste your own class list(s), (3) an individual-
entry form for use by students entering on their own or outside your class project, and (4) lesson 
plans for haiku, cinquain, free verse, couplet, and song lyrics. (The last lesson involves learning 
poetic meter and scansion and the common, preliterate roots of music and poetry). The kit can 
also be downloaded from the above website. 

Lesson plans are suggestions only, as any form of printable poetry is eligible, including song lyr-
ics, slam poetry, or concrete poetry. A focus on peace (rather than horrors of war) wins greater 
judge approval.

The contest promotes peace and literacy as much as knowledge of poetry. Any teacher—language, 
music, social studies, art—interested in using poetry as a gateway to creativity, a peaceful envi-
ronment, or joy in writing, speech, or song can use the contest. The Guild believes poetry is the 
gatekeeper between orality and literacy, and encourages the poetic impulse in everyone to play out 
in all possible fields.

Poetry’s power to build community is astonishing. We thrill to celebrate the Season of Peace and 
Non-violence with this contest. Thank you and your students for joining in, helping us foster 
young poets and making the world a better place.

Eva van Loon
Powell River Live Poets’ Guild
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January 3, 2015

Youth Peace-Poem Competition

Deadline for Peace Poetry:  May 1, 2015!
Please place all poems from one class into a large envelope together with 

the class list and deliver to your school’s office.

Please use a separate envelope for each class. If a class is split between 
grades, please use an envelope for each grade.

If you did not have a class project for the competition, but you do have 
entries from individual students, please place all your students’ individual 

entries into one envelope (after attaching each poem to a filled-out 
individual-entry form).

All forms are available for download at the above listed site.
Deliver to SD#47 or to 6799 Cranberry Street — or call 483.4940 for pick-

up.

Thanks for your participation!
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LESSON PLAN – HAIKU
1.  GOAL:  to engage with creativity and positive language in the service of promoting peace
2.  OBJECTIVE:  to write a poem in traditional haiku form
3.  MATERIALS:  paper, pen or pencil, perhaps drawing materials, peaceful music
4.  STEPS:  
 
 a. Share an example of a free verse poem that promotes thoughts about peace.

Perfect Peace
My puppy snoozes

warm fur tickles like sunshine—
all I ever want

 b. Ask students to close eyes and imagine how the poet felt. What is it in the poem that creates that peace-
ful feeling? (puppy, sleep sunshine) Ask for words from their own lives that connote similar feelings. Write their 
suggestions on a large chart or board. Add your own.

 c. Create a class poem with students with their suggestions, following the form of the sample poem. Teach 
the traditions of haiku as you help them create the poem:

  i.   3 lines, 5-7-5 syllables;
  ii.  an intimate connection with nature; and
  iii. use of specific, singular nouns rather than general, plural nouns.

 d.  Once the class poem is complete, students begin creating personal poems by choosing their own words 
from the list. (Music can create a mood of quiet creativity.) Completed poems are then written on separate sheets 
of paper. Drawings may be added. Teachers assist with spelling, usage, and language mechanics. Those who cannot 
write may dictate to teacher or to a fellow student.

 e.  Several haiku by one poet can be grouped under one title, if desired. Be sure each entry has a title. 

 f.   Students share their poems with one another if desired. Sharing often results in further refining of the 
poems. Students then produce a final handwritten or, if possible, typed copy of each of their poems, marked with 
the poet’s name, age, and class or teacher’s name. Please strive to give each poem a unique title.
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LESSON PLAN – FREE VERSE
(for older grades)

1.  GOAL:  to engage with creativity and positive language in the service of promoting peace
2.  OBJECTIVE:  to write a poem in free verse
3.  MATERIALS:  paper, pen or pencil, perhaps drawing materials, peaceful music
4.  STEPS:  
 a. Share a free verse poem that explores thoughts of peace.

 When I was a kid If anyone kindly
 I hung out by myself put out a hand, I
 refusing to come spat like our cat,
 to my ugly names snarled like a wolf
 
 I hated recess Yet, just imagine!
 I hid behind bike racks In my new quiet world,
 with other misfits I’m dreaming up poems
 dodging the stones. for you…and for you….

 b. Ask students to close eyes and imagine how the poet felt. How do we know the poet has found peace after 
a difficult time?  
 c. Create a class poem with students with their suggestions, following the form of the sample poem. Write 
four sentences starting with When I…, I hated…, If anyone…, and Yet…. The last sentence should contain an im-
age of peace. They can use material from their own lives or imagined lives. Teach free verse as you help them create 
the poem:
  i.   freedom to create a new structure.
  ii.  using words to build a picture, tell a story, or sing a song, and
  iii. not too much concern with rhyme and meter.
 d.  Once the class poem is complete, students begin creating personal poems with these prompts. Encour-
age them to change the prompts (I to we; and to so, etc) or add verses if they like, but the final image should be one 
of peace. Write completed poems on separate sheets of paper. Teachers assist with spelling, usage, and language 
mechanics. Those who cannot write may dictate to teacher or to a fellow student.
 e.  Students share their poems with one another, which often results in refining the poems, and then pro-
duce final handwritten or typed copies of each poem, with the poet’s name, age, and class or teacher’s name. Give 
each poem a unique title.
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LESSON PLAN – COUPLET
1.  GOAL:  to engage with creativity and positive language in the service of promoting peace
2.  OBJECTIVE:  to write a couplet 
3.  MATERIALS:  paper, pen or pencil, perhaps drawing materials, peaceful music
4.  STEPS:  
 a. Share an example of a couplet that promotes a peaceful feeling. Examples:

After a hard day
My house stands still in the eye of the storm

Mom’s in the kitchen where it’s peaceful and warm

Winter Wear
My new coat fits like a velvet glove—

The fuzzy inside feels like peace and love

The Smiling Farmer
The more I meet unfriendly people,
the more I like our peaceful sheeple!

 
 b. Ask students to close eyes and imagine how the poet felt. What is it in each poem that creates that peace-
ful feeling? (stillness, warmth, velvet, sheep) Ask for things from their own lives that connote similar feelings. 
Write their suggestions on a large chart or board. Add a suggestion of your own.
 c. Create a class poem with students, starting with their own suggested words and  following the form of 
the sample couplet. Teach the traditions of couplets as you help them create the poem:
  i.  2 lines, and
  ii.  the end words often rhyme.
 d. Once the class poem is complete, ask students to begin creating personal poems by choosing their own 
words. (Music is useful here to instill a sense of quiet creativity.) Each student writes the completed poem on a 
separate sheet of paper. Teacher assists with spelling usage, and language mechanics. Drawings are great compan-
ions to couplets. Those who cannot write may dictate to teacher.
 e. Students share their poems with one another if desired. Students then produce a final handwritten or, 
if possible, typed copy of their individual poems. Each poem should be marked with the student’s name, age, and 
class or teacher’s name—and a unique title! 
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LESSON PLAN – CINQUAIN
1.  GOAL:  to engage with creativity and positive language in the service of promoting peace
2.  OBJECTIVE:  to write a poem in traditional cinquain form
3.  MATERIALS:  paper, pen or pencil, perhaps drawing materials, peaceful music
4.  STEPS:  
 a. Share an example of a cinquain that promotes a peaceful feeling. Example:

Change Your Mind
Why not

pet that puppy,
cuddle a kitty, hug

your mom? Forget that quarrel and
find peace.

 b. Ask students to close eyes and imagine how the poet felt. What is it in the poem that creates that peaceful 
feeling? (motherlove, warm fur, baby animals) Ask for words from their own lives that connote similar feelings. 
Write their suggestions on a large chart or board. Add a suggestion of your own.

 c. Create a class poem with students, starting with their own suggested words and  following the form of 
the sample poem. Teach the traditions of cinquains as you help them create the poem:

  i.   5 lines, 2-4-6-8-2 syllables (assist students to identify syllables as beats or sounds);
  ii.  an intimate connection with nature; and
  iii. a trio of specific, singular nouns rather than general, plural nouns.

 d.  Once the class poem is complete, ask students to begin creating personal poems by choosing their own 
words. (Music is useful here to instill a sense of quiet creativity.) Each student writes the completed poem on a 
separate sheet of paper. Teacher assists with spelling usage, and language mechanics. A drawing may be added. 
Those who cannot write may dictate to teacher or to a fellow student.

 e.  Students share their poems with one another if desired. Sharing often results in further refining of the 
poems. Students then produce a final handwritten or, if possible, typed copy of their individual poems. Each poem 
should be marked with the student’s name, age, and class or teacher’s name. Please give each poem a title!
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LESSON PLAN – Playing for Change: Poetic rhythm and song
1. GOAL:  to recognize poetry and music’s common roots; to learn the language of poetic rhythm
2. OBJECTIVE:   to write song lyrics about peace
3. MATERIALS:  paper, pen or pencil,  internet connection with sound, rhythm instruments
4. STEPS:  Use the performances of Playing for Change to set up models of singable verse, teach poetic rhythm and 
scansion, and then create new verses to existing songs, or new songs.

 a. Go to www.playingforchange.com, with the sound turned on, and play the Introduction and as many 
Episodes as time permits. In particular, choose an episode like “Peace All over the World” or “One Love”.  

 b. Teach students about rhythm and scansion with assistance of information sheets setting out the various 
kinds of feet and how they are numbered (e.g., iambic pentameter).  (This information can be found in textbooks, 
by googling rhythm, meter and scansion, or at sites like http://server.riverdale.k12.or.us/~bblack/meter.html. As a 
group, scan a verse or verses of a song from Playing for Change.

 c. Create a verse with the whole class that scans like the verse scanned by the group.

 d. Divide students into small groups or pairs to create more verses.

 e. Groups share or perform their verses to one another. Sharing often results in further refining of the 
verses. Groups then produce a final handwritten or typed copy of the poems, marked with the poets’ names, age, 
and class or teacher’s name. 

5.   Students are also encouraged to submit individually written verses, songs, or poetry to the 
       Competition if they wish. There is no limit on the number of entries to the Competition.
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Individual Entry Form

Name:______________________________   Age:________  Phone:___________________

Street Address:__________________________________  Postal Code:______________

Email Address:_______________________  Alternate Phone:______________________

School (if applicable)                                     Grade & teacher:_____________________                                            .

Title of Poem:_____________________________________________________________
(One poem per entry form, please)

I certify that the poem hereby submitted to the Youth Peace-Poem contest of the 
International Peace-Poem Project is entirely my own work.

        ________________________________
        (Poet’s signature)

Deliver this form and your poem(s) to 6799 Cranberry Street or email to mettalaw@gmail.com by 
May 1, 2015.
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Youth Peace Poem Competition
CLASS LIST

Student Name Grade Class/Teacher/School Poem Title

Please attach second page if necessary. Questions? Call Eva van Loon, 483.4940.
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Student Name Grade Class/Teacher/School Poem Title


